A low-energy in-flight type RI beam separator, called CRID, has been installed for nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics by the Center for Nuclear Study, the Uni versity of Tokyo in the RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility. It consists of a double achromatic system and an Wien filter. It is capable of providing RI beams at 5 -10 MeV /nucleon. Since CRIB has been developed in the end of 2000, many proton-rich Rl beams were successfully produced via the (p,n), (d,t), and eHe,n) reactions in inverse kinematics. In this paper, the design of the separator and its performance are discussed including the method of Rl-beam production at low energies.
Introduction
Radioactive isotope (RI) beams at 5 -10 MeV/nucleon are very useful for nu clear spectroscopy studies, such as particle transfer reactions. Nuclear struc ture studies with in-beam ,-ray spectroscopy in this energy region, are also powerful, because nuclear fusion reactions have large cross sections. The Cen ter for Nuclear Study (CNS), University of Tokyo has installed a low-energy RI beam separator, called CNS RI-Beam separator (CRIB), in the RIKEN Accelerator Research Facility (RARF) [1] . This separator was developed un der the CNS -RIKEN collaboration. The outline of CRIB was described in ref. [2] .
Production of RI beams usually is done by two methods: the ISOL-based technique [3] and the in-flight technique [4] [5] [6] [7] . The ISOL-based method has an advantage in the beam quality and possibly in the intensity. However, available RI beams are limited because the extraction efficiency in the ion source depends strongly on the element, and also by the life time.
On the other hand, the in-flight method has an advantage in producing the various RI beams,especially of short half-lives. Reaction products are emitted with almost the same velocity as the primary beams in the projectile fragmen tation reactions. Therefore, the separation of nuclear species is very simple and has a high collection efficiency. The method has been frequently applied in the energy region of E ~ 30 MeV/nucleon, at many facilities such as RIKEN [4] , MSU [5] , GSI [6] and GANIL [7] . These facilities typically consist of a double achromatic magnetic separator with a degrader. In the fragmentation tech nique, the isotopic separation is based on momentum analysis of the particles based on their magnetic rigidities before and after the energy changes in the passage through the degrader [8] . The separated isotopes are required to be focused within a small spot size irrespective of their kinetic energies; namely, isotopic separation with achromaticity is required.
The in-flight method at low-energies was not seriously considered before, be cause the effective production target thickness usable for RI beam production is too thin to produce high intensity beams. However, recent development of ion source technology for heavy ions now enables production of RI beams of reasonably high intensity. Moreover, if one uses two-body reactions such as (p,n) in inverse kinematics, the RI beam emittance can be kept adequately small and comparable to the acceptance of the separator. However, one possi ble problem for low-energy in-flight separation might come from large energy straggling in the target and degrader for low-energy heavy-ions, which will deteriorate the RI beam quality. This is one of the major concerns here for designing low-energy RI-beam separators. To establish an efficient and useful separator facility it is important to optimize the facility components from the ion source to the separator. The accelera tor should provide a variety of heavy ion beams with energies up to about 10 MeV/nucleon, with high intensities. Here, we use the AVF cyclotron (K == 70) at RARF. Several major developments have been made for the present pur pose. Figure 1 shows the layout of the separator CRIB in RARF. The CRIB has been installed in the experimental hall E7. It consists of major parts used before for the spin transfer spectrometer DUMAS [9] , at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University, and several modifications and new installations have been made. It is comprised of a windowless gas tar get [10, 11] for high beam intensities, a velocity filter (Wien filter) for better RI beam separation, and high-power Faraday cups on the inner dipole walls.
This report describes the design of CRIB and the performance of the dou ble achromatic system. In Section 2, we describe the design characteristics of CRIB, including the beam ion optics and the properties of RI beams. Addi tionally, the beam diagnostics at each focal plane; Wien filter system, and the windowless gas target are discussed in this section. The performance of CRIB in actual experiments is described in Section 3. A summary is provided in Sec tion 4, including related technological developments and the future outlook of -3 CRIB.
Design of CRIB
The double achromatic part of CRIB, the first half, consists basically of four components: a production target; two dipole magnet systems, and an energy degrader placed in-between. It was designed to provide RI beam of 5 -10 MeV /nucleon. Its compact design matches the layout of the experimental hall. A degrader, that has a uniform thickness, has been adopted because it is easy to fabricate and the thickness can be accurately controlled. In addition, we have constructed a velocity filter section, the second half, for better isotone separation. Figure 2 shows the plan view of CRIB. This CRIB is divided into two sec tions: double achromatic system (QI-MI-DI-Q2-D2-M2-Q3); and a Wien filter system(Q4-Q5-ExB -Q6-Q7)), where Q ,D, M and ExB denote quadrupole, dipole, multipole correction magnets, and the velocity separation section, re spectively.
Basic design and the layout of the double achromatic system.
Primary beams from the AVF cyclotron are focused onto the production tar get (FO). Unstable nuclides produced in-flight at FO are momentum analyzed in the first section that has the configuration of Q-M-D-Q, and focused disper sivelyon Fl. The primary beam will be stopped in a water-cooled aluminum Faraday cups inside the first dipole magnet, or on a beam stopper at Fl. The second section, which has the configuration of D-M-Q, compensates the disper sion of the first section and gives a doubly achromatic focus at F2. The design specifications of the system are summarized in Table 1 , and the parameters of the five main magnets are listed in Table 2 . The two dipole magnets have a non-constant gap widths in the front halves, which were originally introduced to produce additional multipole nlagnetic fields as listed in Table 2 . These magnets are mounted on a platform which can rotate from -5 deg. to 60 deg. around the center of the FO scattering chamber. All the magnets have inde pendent power supplies which are controlled by a computer in the counting room. The magnetic fields of the Dl and D2 are monitored by a multiplexed NMR system and a Hall probe system, respectively. Several experiments have already been performed at F2. The Wien Filter section can be connected after the F2, the details of which are described in 2.3. 
Ion optics and the characteristics of the double achromatic system
Unstable nuclides produced at the production target are momentum-analyzed in the first half of the system and are then focused dispersively on the degrader, located at Fl. The chosen degrader thickness provides an energy loss such that momentum rigidity selection, with the D2 magnet, can be made for the isotope of interest. By design, the momentum dispersion of the first half is canceled out by the D2 magnet, thus, providing an achromatic focusing of particles at F2.
The degrader ion optics matrix elements depend on d/R, where d is the de grader thickness and R is the stopping range of particles in the degrader ma terial. As described by the empirical formula of Dufour et al. [8] , it is known that a wedge-shaped degrader may be used to keep the dispersion constant before and after passage' through the degrader. In the energy region of a 5 -10 MeV/nucleon, the thickness of the degrader is typically a few mg/cm 2 to meet the requirement d/R :::; 0.3 -0.6 [12] . However, such a wedge-shaped degrader is too thin to fabricated for our low energy purposes. Therefore, we have instead employed a method that uses a homogeneously thick degrader along with optics tuning that, in combination, is able to realize achromaticity at F2.
Beam optics calculations were performed to determine a degrader matrix el ement that would provide achromaticity focusing at F2. Additionally, alter nations in the dispersion at F1 can adjust the achromacity at F2 [13] . To achieve this in practice, one can adjust the dispersion at F1 by changing the field strength of the Q2 magnet. For a homogeneous degrader, the dispersion at F1(~) can be approximated by
should be set to Dl = -D2/Mx2/(1 -d/R) so that the dispersion after pas sage through the degrader becomes IX = -D2/Mx2, satisfying the dispersion compensation relation. Here, D 1 , D2 and Mx2 denote the energy dispersion from FO to F1, from F1 to F2, and the magnification factor for x from F1 to F2, respectively.
To simulate the performance of the separator, the profile of the RI beam at the exit of the configuration was calculated by the code GIOS [14] . The third order calculations for the beam envelopes in the horizontal and vertical planes are shown in Fig. 3 by solid lines in the upper and lower parts, respectively.
A primary beam emittance of flO x = ± 30 mrad and flO y = ± 30 mrad was assumed. The width parameters were set to flx = ±1.5 mm and fly = ± 1.5 mm for the primary beam at the production target in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. The degrader was assumed to be made of aluminum of 12 p,m thickness (d/ R = 0.1).
As shown in the figure, only horizontal focusing is achieved at F1, while at F2 the beam is doubly focused. The magnification from FO to F1 is 0.3 for x, and those from FO to F2 are 1.2 for x and 0.5 for y. The momentum dispersion in the horizontal direction is also shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3 . It is seen that the dispersion at F 1 is determined by the magnetic fields of the D 1 and Q2 magnets. The horizontal width of the beam envelope at the F1 focal plane defines the momentum acceptance and the maximum setting available is about ±7.7%. Depending on experimental requirements, the beams can be focused within a range of about 1m from F2, which can be accomplished by adjusting of the Q3 or M2 magnets.
Wien filter
The Wien filter system is attached to the downstream side of F2 to pro vide additional background suppression of undesired isotopes. The filter can provide a pure RI beam without deteriorating the beam size. One may use the Wien filter without the degrader, where the RI beam size can be much smaller than in the case with a degrader, because the straggling at the de grader mainly determines the RI beam sizes. Furthermore, it can be used to measure fusion products of reactions with RI beams at F2. Note that complete fusion products cannot be separated with any magnetic separators, because their momenta do not change by the reaction. Of course, the filter is useful when the energy-degrader method is insufficient, for example, in separating a proton-rich nuclide from the neighboring isotones.
The Wien filter system is 5-m long. It consists of four quadrupole magnets (Q4, Q5, Q6 and Q7) and a velocity separation section (1.5 m long) between Q5 and Q6. The magnification from the entrance (F2) to the exit (F3) is 1.0 for a typical operation. The maximum field gradients are 0.97 kG/cm for Q4 and Q7, and 1.8 kG/cm for Q5 and Q6. Their gradients are large enough to transport particles with the maximum magnetic rigidity of the CRIB line. The velocity separation section Cit x B) consists of a dipole magnet with a 45-cm pole gap and two electrodes mounted in the gap space. The electrodes are set in parallel along the beam axis separated by an 8-cm gap. High voltages (±200 k V at maximum) are applied to the electrodes to make a horizontal electric field (50 kV/cm at maximum), which is combined with the vertical magnetic field (2.9 kG max~mum) to provide E x B filtering.
As an example, Fig. 3 displays a third-order calculation by the code GIOS [14] for CRIB optics, including the Wien Filter, for a 6.94-MeV /nucleon 14 from F2 to F3 is 40% in this condition. All the elements of the Wien filter are mounted on a movable frame which can be detached from the main chassis of CRIB. When the Wien filter is not in use, its frame can be moved aside to a parking position to make a larger experimental space around F2.
2·4 Windowless gas target
Because the energy range of primary beams is 5 -10 MeV/nucleon, the pro duction target thickness should be around 1 mg/cm 2 , or less. In several exper iments at CRIB, solid targets, or gas targets confined in a cell with windows were used. However, such thin solid target materials, as well as the windows: can easily be deteriorated by heat caused by the primary beams as their beam intensities become high. A windowless gas target system is suitable to solve this heat problem. It is also useful to avoid background particle production from reactions in the window foils.
The windowless gas target system developed for CRIB have the same structure as that in ref. [10] , but with an extensive gas recirculation system. It consists of a differential pumping system and a blow-in type gas cell, which was developed by Sagara et al. [11] . A target thickness of about 1 mg/cm 2 was obtained for nitrogen gas. The gas recirculation system may reduce gas consumption and also solve the serious problem reported in ref.
[15]. The oil from the vacuum pumps was also recirculated into the target cell, and the carbon in the oil was precipitated like agrestal field on the inside wall of the target cell after long irradiation by intense beams. The system, therefore, has adopted a purification section in the recirculation line, which includes a cold trap system cooled with solid carbon dioxide. This purification section works very well, and all other problems reported in ref.
[15] have been also overcome in the present gas target system. The system also has other capabilities such as a high sensitive monitor of oxygen to avoid explosive hydrogen buring in case of hydrogen gas target.
Beam monitors
A beam diagnostic device is situated at each focal plane. The profile of pri mary beam can be monitored with a ZnS beam viewer at FO, and with .a single-wire profile monitor at 65 cm upstream of FO. The RI beam profile IS measured at each focal plane using parallel plate avalanche counters (PPAC) with segmented horizontal and vertical cathodes [16] . The PPAC at F1 is used for the momentum measurement, and the one at F2 can be used for observing the isotopic separation and for tuning RI-beam profile at the secondary target position. By using two PPACs, each beam particle can be tracked to identify the incident angles and the reaction point. Particle identification of RI beams is performed at F2 by a -combination of Bp, time-of-flight (TOF), and energy-loss(E) information after momentum analysis. The TOF is measured between RF signals from the AVF cyclotron and the timing signal from the PPAC. The E is measured by a silicon detector placed at F2. By looking at the particle identification spectrum and the beam profile, the magnetic rigidity of D2 and the focusing condition of Q magnets can be adjusted so as to select an isotope of interest. The properties of these diagnostic devices are summarized in Table 3 .
Experimental study of the performance at F2
To establish an efficient method of producing low-energy RI-beams, we per formed a test experiment to produce an 14 0 beam at 6.9 MeV/nucleon. A primary beam of 14N6+ at 8. 4 MeV/nucleon bombarded a gas target of 1.5 mg/cm 2 CH 4 • The production target was confined in a small gas cell with the entrance and exit windows made of 2.2 Jlm-thick Havar foils. An 14 0 beam produced by the 14N (p,n) 14 0 reaction in inverse kinematics was transported to F1. We installed an aluminized-mylar foil with a thickness of 1.7 mg/cm 2 , which corresponds to d/R = 0.1, as a homogeneous degrader at F1. The mo mentum acceptance was set to 5% by a variable aperture at F1. The 14 0 beam, having passed through the degrader, was transported to F2. There, the 14 0 beam particles were identified by TOF, measured between the RF and the PPAC, combined with the energy loss of particles in the silicon detector, as shown in Fig. 4 . In this spectrum, the 14 0 beam was clearly separated from contaminants. The beam purity of 14 0 at F2 was approximately 85%, with the main background being 14N scattered from the wall of D 1, the beam pipe and the target cell. The 14 0 beam intensity was 1.0 x 10 6 cps for the 14N primary beam of 500 pnA.
We also performed a measurement to verify the achromaticity. Experimen tally, the horizontal centroid position of the 14 0 beam profile was measured at F2 as a function of momentum under three conditions; (1) without degrader, (2) with degrader and re-tuning the magnets, and (3) with degrader but with out re-tuning the magnets. The momentum spread was set to 0.13% using the momentum aperture and the aperture position was scanned from 0 to 50 mm from the central orbit at F1. Note that the spot size of 14N primary beam at F2 is 1.2 mm (~X14N) x 1.0 mm (~Y14N) in a. position, Xl, at Fl, which defines the momentum of 14 0. When the degrader was not used, the shift at X2 was measured to be 8 mm at Xl = -50 mm. In the case where the degrader was used and the optics were re-adjusted, the shift was 9 mm at Xl = -50 mm. Both values of the shift were significantly smaller than X2 = 25 mm at Xl = -50 mm obtained with the degrader and no re-adjustment. This indicates that the re-adjustment of the separator system is definitely required for the use of homogeneously-thick degrader. The spot size of 14 The other contribution for the large spot size comes from the large energy loss straggling in the degrader. This influence was estimated from measurements with, and without, the degrader to be 7.2 mm in u:;c(str) and 2.0 mm in uy(str) from J(~Xdeg)2 -(~xw/o_deg)2 and J(~Ydeg)2 -(~Yw/o_deg)2, respectively.
The estimated u:;c(abe) and uy(abe) from the measurement was consistent with the optical calculation result of 5.7 mm (u:;cool(abe)) and 1.6 mm (uycal(abe)), respectively.
These result means that the large spot size at F2 comes from the same extent of influence of the aberration of the optics and the energy loss straggling. If the multi pole elements are used, the aberration contribution might be significantly reduced. This will be examined in the near future. As shown in Produced RI beams were 'identified by the TOF between the RF signal from the cyclotron and a timing signal of the PPAC. A 12N beam was obtained via the (3He,n) reaction together with lOC, llC, and lOB. The RI beam intensities of 12N and llC were about 2.5 x 10 3 cps and 1.6 x 10 4 cps, respectively. By using these RI beams, resonance-search experiments for the systems II C + p and 12N + p were performed [17J. Some RI beams obtained by CRIB are summarized in Table 4 . -13 A low-energy RI beam separator of the in-flight type CRIB has been devel oped. It uses charge exchange reactions as well as particle-transfer reactions in inverse kinematics for RI-production. The separator has two-dipole magnets and a homogeneously-thick energy degrader in-between. The spot size of an RI beam was dominated by energy loss straggling in the degrader and the abberation of the optics. The proper thickness of the degrader was limited by the effects of the energy loss straggling. A value of 0.1 is a practical d/R in the present energy region. The present experimental results with the CRIB facility demonstrate that RI beam production using the in-flight technique is very useful even at 5 -10 MeV/nucleon. The success of CRIB suggests that low-energy RI beam facilities can be built even at small accelerator facilities.
During the installation of CRIB, we also renewed the beam line from the AVF cyclotron for better transport efficiency, and installed a 14-GHz ECR ion source, called Hyper ECR [20] . The primary beam intensity has been increased by one to two orders of magnitude at FO, resulting in more intense RI-beams production. Currently, we have obtained an RI-beam intensity of about 1 x 10 6 from (p,n) reactions. This number will be further increased in near future by improving the performance of the ion source and the acceleration efficiency of the AVF cyclotron, as well as target technology. They included a successful introduction of a flat-top accelerator mode for the AVF cyclotron, for instance. Therefore, CRIB has a good prospect for experimental studies both in nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics, as well as for other applications.
Current experimental programs at CRIB include: (1) resonant elastic scatter ing experiments for the nuclear structure and nuclear astrophysics study, (2) measurements of reaction cross sections of astrophysical interest, and (3) "I-ray spectroscopy via fusion reactions. Several experiments at CRIB already have been performed successfully by using HC, 12B, 21Na, and 22, 23 Mg beams [17 19 ].
For nuclear astrophysics, higher-quality and higher-purity RI beams are re quired.. The Wien filter and the windowless gas target system have been de veloped [10, 11] . These are essential for high intensity RI-beams with high purity. RI beams of heavier nuclides at about A = 50 -60 will be produced in fusion evaporation reactions with the windowless gas-target system.
We expect that longer time can be devoted to the use of CRIB after the RI Beam Factory at RIKEN starts to operate because the AVF cyclotron, the primary beam source of CRIB, will be no longer used as an injector for the major cyclotron.
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